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Danfoss & LOGSTOR establish an alliance to market and offer efficient and
environmentally friendly District Cooling solutions.
The ongoing climate debate has put the need for energy efficient and CO2 friendly solutions on top
of the energy agenda. In particular, the EU climate agreement on renewable energy sources has
accentuated the use of both District Heating and District Cooling as being among the most important
measures when it comes to achieving the EU energy objective of reducing 20% CO2 emissions by the
year 2020.
Danfoss and LOGSTOR have been heavily involved in the District Heating sector worldwide for many
years. We have now joined forces in a strategic cooperation to apply our technologies, competencies
and experience within the environmentally friendly District Cooling sector.
District Cooling - the efficient way
In this strategic cooperation, Danfoss & LOGSTOR District Cooling will have a complete understanding
of all the necessary stages in the implementation of efficient District Cooling systems.
Together with selected industry partners, Danfoss & LOGSTOR District Cooling will be able to perform
feasibility studies to assess production and distribution of District Cooling. This constellation of experts
will also be able to recommend optimal choice of infrastructure systems - from production, through an
efficient distribution network to client delivery stations, in complete, environmentally friendly efficient
solutions.

Further information concerning this Alliance:
Mr. Niels Andersen, Director Danfoss District Cooling, phone +45 74882527
Mr. Akram J Mourad, SVP LOGSTOR District Cooling, phone + 45 33367664
Mr. Kurt Weis, VP Corporate Communications, LOGSTOR, phone + 45 9966 1008

Information for the editorial staff:
Danfoss A/S
With more than 30,000 employees is the Danfoss Group a leader in development and
production of mechanical and electronic products and controls. Our products help to
heat and cool homes and offices, refrigerate food and control production lines. We are
the only total supplier of substations, automatic controls and ball valves for the district heating / cooling
market. For further information please visit our web site: www.dh.danfoss.com or contact:
qnj@danfoss.com
Danfoss District Cooling provides a complete range of Automatic Controls, Heat Exchangers and
Substations needed throughout the process of generating and distributing chilled water to buildings and
homes.
Danfoss products contribute to individual comfort, reduce energy consumption as well as provide
reliable and lasting operations and guarantee minimum servicing.

LOGSTOR A/S
LOGSTOR is the world’s leading manufacturer of pre-insulated pipes for energy-efficient transport
of liquid media for District Heating and District Cooling, Oil and Gas, Solar, Marine and Industrial
purposes. LOGSTOR is a group in the energy trade which through eco-friendly solutions contributes
considerably to reductions in CO2 emissions and increases in energy efficiency.
LOGSTOR invented the technology for pre-insulated pipe systems and to this date it has delivered
more than 150,000 km pre-insulated pipes.
LOGSTOR has been delivering District Cooling pipe systems since way back in 1992. As of today
around 370 km has been delivered to energy companies in Europe and the Middle East. LOGSTOR
District Cooling offers a complete range of pre-insulated district cooling pipes, fittings, joints and leak
detection systems.

For further information please visit our web site: www.logstor.com or contact:
ajm@logstor.com

